What to Bring
camping and caravan park Guests

We provide access to shared tennis racquets and balls, mini golf clubs and balls, plus life jackets
for boating on the lake. There are shared toilets and showers and the camping ground has a small
campers kitchen with microwave, sink and fridge.

So what else should we bring?
Clothes - old clothes, dark colours! A warm jacket for nights, sturdy closed in shoes, a hat and
sunnies.

Bikes - we encourage adventure and independence in kids, and bikes are a great way to encourage
this and to get around the large property.

Sunscreen and insect repellant - you are going to be outside and in the bush. Enough said.
Food - BBQ basics, plus the essentials - MARSHMALLOWS and ingredients for damper (self
raising flour, water, butter and jam). The camper's kitchen in the camping ground has a
microwave, fridge and sink, but from our experience it's so much easier (and more fun) just to
eat BBQs and damper... breakfast lunch and tea! There are wood fired BBQs in the camping and
caravan areas, and wood is provided.

camping gear checklist - tent, air mattress, sleeping bag, pillow, gas cooker (in case there is
a fire ban), frying pan, billy, matches, esky, cutlery, sharp knife, chopping board, plastic
plates/bowls/cups, tongs and spatula, washing up tub and liquid, tea towel, bath towel.

Torches - night time adventures are encouraged. Spot the nocturnal wildlife, play night time
hide and seek, go for a night bush walk, see the world in a different light!

A Camera - such a fun time away needs to be captured on camera. Just imagine if you missed the
shot of your partner falling into the lake as they climbed out of the boat?! Or the huge smiles on
your children's faces as they gain the courage and zip down the flying foxes?

A fire pot and wood

– we do have some marked fire places in the camping grounds, but you

may like to guarantee your own. Wood is available to purchase from Reception, however feel free
to bring your own. Please note that fire pots are not permitted in the Caravan Park.

A sense of fun and adventure - get outdoors, explore, spend time together, run, jump, climb,
watch the stars, relax. Have fun!

